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FO REWORD 

t XPERIENCE has shown that neady 

all the troubles of users of home 

movie cameras are traceable to fail

ure to read and follow instructions 

before taking pictures. We have pre

pared this instruction book for your 

information and guidance. 

Have your camera in front of you as 

you read this book. The illustrations 

are readily understandable and will 

help you become familiar with all the 

operations of the camera. It is easy to 

take good movies with a "Keystone," 

if you follow these simple instruc

tions carefully. Get to know your 

camera better by referring to this 

book from time to time. 

KEYSTONE MFG. CO . . 



' ·O UR KEYSTO NE CAltlERA 

is c ons tr u cted so that it will eive you 
lRany y ears o f u n interrupted service. 

Should it become damaged due to accident or 

careless handling, take it to the dealer from 

whom you purchased it, or if this is not possible 

send it to the Keystone factory, well packed. 

Should any defect develop due to poor material 

or workmanship within a period of one year, 

repairs will be made without charge to you 

under the terms of the guarantee provided 

your camera is registered with the Keystone 

factory. 

Send the registration card making sure camera 

serial number corresponds with camera num

ber, print name and address and send to factory. 

KEYSTO NE MFG. CO . 
General Offices and Factory 

151 HALLET STREET 

BOSTON 24, MASS. 



GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

The instructions ill this book. 

are for the u se of tbe KEY S TONE 
I\lovie Camera K 8 

I\10del -

Familiarize yourself with the camera and its 

operation. 

Study Fig. 1 on page 2 and Fig. 2 on page 3 

and get acquainted with the following: wind 

the motor with winding key; press the operat

ing button; turn the speed regulator knob; 

turn the adjustable footage indicator; look thru 

the view finder; rotate the knurled collar on 

lens and study exposure guide plate. 

Open camera by lifting off cover as explained 

at bottom of page 3. See Fig. 3 page 4 and get 

acquainted with the inside parts of your camera. 



Fig. 1 
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Fig. 2 

To open the camera turn cover latch; Fig. 2 page 3; 
to the left as far as it will go, hold cover at outer 
edges and remove gently. Never use force to take 
off cover. 
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Fig. 3 



FILM INFORMATION 

This camera uses standard double width 8 m!11. film 
sold by dealers handling camera equipment. 

An empty spool is supplied with the camera for use 
with standard double width 8 mm. film only. 

The cost of the film includes developing. Such film 
comes wound on a metal reel, and is encased in a 
metal container. When you unpack the film for 
loading into the camera, be sure to save the metal 
container and cardboard carton, so they may be used 
later for returning the exposed film for developing to 
the nearest processing station shown on the fi lm carton. 

TO LOAD THE CAMERA 

Lift off the cover, then remove spool and short piece 
of pr:tctice film which will be found in camera. The 
short length of film is supplied with the camera so 
that you may get acquainted wi~~ the proper thread
ing operations. Exposure cannot be made on this film. 

The spool will be used as the take-up spool. Be sure. 
the edges of the spool plates are not bent as they will 
cause the film to jam. Should the spool become 
damaged it should be straightened or replaced with a 
new ODe. 
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Fig. " 

Open film gate using slight pressure, u film gate clip 
as shown in Fig. 4. If dust or emulsion is found on 
aperture plate remove it by blowing or brushing it off. 
Never use a sharp instrument as this will scratch sur
face on aperture plate and cause scratched film. 
Raise the winding key and wind up motor spring by 
turning the key clockwise. Turn until the spring is 
wound up tight. Press the start button and when you 
hear the audible click from footage indicator, release 
button to stop motor. Turn footage indicator button 
clockwise until the letter "s" is under the arrow. 
Remove the new full roll of film from container. 
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Fig. S 

Unwind about one foot of the film to be used as the 
leader. Be careful that film does not become loose on 
spool. The film is guarded at each end by about 3 
feet of surplus film which makes daylight loading 
possible. 

Place spool of film on upper spool shaft as shown in 
Fig. 5. While placing the spool of film in position in
sert the leader in the aperture plate channel; see Page 
8, Fig. 6 maki ng sure film leader passes on the out
side of film guide stud. Make sure black side of film 
is towards the film gate and that the edge of the film is 
down in channel of aperture plate. 
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Close the film gate. Press starting button and run off 
about 3 inches of film to see if film is feeding through 
properly in aperture plate. 

Take the Keystone empty spool the side up marked
"Film when on this spool half exposed." Thread the 
end of the leader into the slot in hub of empty take-up 
spool as shown in Fig. 7, Page 9. Wind about 3 inches 
of film around the spool hub making sure it is held 
tight on hub. 

Place spool on lower reel shaft with arrow and word
ing facing you. making sure that film passes on outside 
of film guide stud. See that take-up spool is seated 
properly, if necessary rotate spool slightly by hand 
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Fig. 7 

until it is in proper position and at the same time 

take up any slack in leader. Camera when threaded 

properly should look like Fig. 8. After threading, 

check the operation of the camera by pressing starting 

button and allowing motor to run for a second or two. 

Watch the leader, closely. If the leader is running 

properly and take-up spool turns, stop the motor by 

removing your finger from start button and replace 

camera cover. Now run the camera until footage in

dicator reads 25, which means you have 25 feet of 

film to be exposed on one side. Your camera IS now 

ready for use. 
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In taking pictures run each scene long enough, about 
three clicks of the audible indicator is the proper length 
of a scene. 

The motor spring will run the camera longer, but it 
is advisable to wind the camera after taking each scene. 
When the motor sounds as if it were slowing down, 
stop at once and rewind the spring. 

If you wish to be included in the picture, place camera 
on a tripod or some firm level support. Press start 
button and slide continuous running button Fig. 1, 
Page 2 forward as far as it will go, release pressure on 
start button and step into picture. To stop motor, 
step out of picture area, return to camera and slide 
continuous run button back. 

R ELOADING TilE c;AMER A 

When the footage indicator reads 0, the usable por
tion of the film has all been exposed. The exposure 
button should now be held down until the indicator 
turns to the letter E. This winds ' up the short sec
tion of protective trailer film, which prevents any 
light from getting through to the exposed film and 
spoiling it. 

Be sure to read further instructions on THREAD
ING THE SECOND HALF. 

Open the camera. All the film should be wound up on 
the lower spool except for the extreme end, which 
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will be held by the lower section of the film gate, thus 
preventing it from loosening on the spool and becom
ing light-struck. Remove b:Jlh spools and prcceed 
same as previous directions. Place th:: full spool of 
film which is only halE exposed on the top spindle. 
The side oE spool with the two pronged hole should 
be placed up. The wording on this spool will be un
derneath and invisible. 

Th.:-e::d the film through the camera mechanism 
eX:lctly as before; be sure light colored side of film 
[::ces lens. 

The empty spool will be used as a take-up spool with 
the black carved arrow visible. 

After second half of fi lm has been exposed and footage 
indicator mark reads "E", take off the cover and re
move film placing it in metal container and mailing 
carton, sending it to the nearest processing laboratory. 

TAKING TilE PICTURE 

Before attempting to take pictures, be sure to remove 
rubber lens cap. Adjust the opening of the camera lens, 
called the lens "stop," to match the light available for 
photographing. For best resuits, the amount of light 
that reaches the film through the camera lens must 
be kept within certain limits. If too much light reaches 
the film, the pictures will be too light and lack detail. 
If not enough light reaches the film, the pictures will 
be too dark with empty solid black shadows. 
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The light on the subject wh ich is picked up by the 
camera lens varies through a very wide range, depend
ing upon such factors as time of day, season of year, 
brilliance of the sun as it is affected by clouds, and 
amount of direct sunlight falling upon the subject. 
It is necessary to provide some compensation at the 
camera lens. Tthis is usually done by varying the open
ing in the lens to admit more or less light as conditions 
require. 

In the Keystone Model K-8 8mm. Camera this lens 
adjustment is made by rotating the knurled collar 
on the lens as shown in Fig. 1, which operates a 
diaphragm mechanism built into the lens. All you 
need know is that the smaller the numbor the larger 
the lens opening. It follows from this that when the 
light is poor, the lens must be opened to the smaller 
lens numbers (larger lens openings). See Page 18. 

The correct lens opening for all average work is 
plainly marked on the camera nameplate above the 
lens. However, if the camera is to be used under 
widely varying light conditions, the table given b.!re 
is a far more complete guide. After some experienee 
one may become sufficiently expert to dispense with 
this table, but it is earnestly recommended that the 
beginner consult it frequently. 

Distant scenes which appear clear in the viewfinder 
are often blurred on the film, due to haze. This can 
be corrected by using a yellow filter with black and 
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white film and a haze filter with Kodachrome. In 
order to increase the depth of field in views over 50 ft. 
away when using a Universal focus lens, it is recom· 
mended that stops of F.8 and smaller be used. 

The carrying handle strap is held by a screw which 
is turned tightly in the tripod socket to prevent the 
camera coming loose. The strap can be removed by 
turning the screw with a coin or screwdriver, if needed. 

Always test carrying strap screw to see if it is tight 
in socket when carrying camera, to prevent camera 
from dropping. 

THE LENS SYSTEM 

The outstanding advantage of the Keystone Camera 
is its simplicity of operation. Anybody can take home 
movies without previous experience or knowledge of 
photography. The camera lends itself admirably to 
use by the amateur who knows how to take full ad· 
vantage of the many special lenses, filters, and auxiliary 
equipment that are available. These are extremely use· 
ful in broadening the scope of a camera and allow 
photography of interesting pictures under extreme and 
difficult conditions. 

The Keystone Model K·8 8 mm. Camera comes 
equipped with an F 3.5 or F 2.5 Anastigmat lens of 
universal focus which requires no adjustment for 
distance. The camera operation has been so simplified 
that no lens adjustment is required beyond that of 
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selecting the proper lens openings. While the universal 
focus F 3.5 lens supplied as standard equipment will 
serve practically all purposes, the more advanced 
amateur may desire to use special large aperture lenses 
[or taking interior pictures under extremely poor light 
conditions, or telephoto lenses for long distance shots. 

The lens system of the Keystone 8 mm. Camera is so 
designed as to make lenses easily interchangeable and 
thus simplify the use of special lenses. It is merely 
necessary to unscrew the lens in the camera and sub
stitute another one for it. 

The lens must be screwed tightly into the lens holder 
to be in proper focus. Loose lenses will cause picture 
to be blurred or out of focus. 

For those wishing to purchase additional lenses ti> 

increase the usefulness of their cameras, we recom
mend the liz inch high speed F 1.9 lens, and the 1 liz 
inch (38 millimeter) telephoto lens, both of which may 
be purchased from your Keystone Camera dealer. 

USES O F F 1.9 LENS 

The F 1.9 lens enables the user to take good pictures 
when ~e light is too weak for the standard F 3.5 lens. 
It is therefore extremely valuable if not absolutely 
essential, when photographing very early in the morn
ing or very late in the afternoon, when shadows are 
exceptionally heavy, or when it becomes necessary to 
take slow motion pictures in dull light. Its greatest 
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usefulness, however, is in taking pictures indoors, or 
1 n artificial light. 

High speed lenses, such as the F 1.9 are not of the 
universal fo~us type, so that it is necessary to adjust or 
"focus" the lens for distance every time a picture IS 

taken. This is done in the following manner: 

Estimate the distance of the principal object you are 
photographing. Suppose this is twelve feet. 

Now turn the larger bright knurled ring of the lens 
unti l the number 12 is at the white calibration mark. 
At this position all objects twelve feet from the camera 
are in sharpest focus, although the latitude of focus 
is enough to reproduce sharply, objects several feet 
ei ther side of this distance. 

Similarly the lens may be focused for any distance 
beyond 1 foot. The 0 engraved on the knurled ring 
is an abbreviation of "infinity" and represents any 
distance beyond 100 feet. 

The location seen through the view finder for close
up will d~ffer slightly from the picture taken by the 
lens. See Page 20. 

When conditions warrant using the diaphragm stops 
F.5.6, F.8, F .l1 or F.l6 the distance can be set at 
twenty-fi ve feet and the lens will be in universal 
foc us and can be used as follows: 

F.5 .6-stop-from 6 feet to infinity 
F 8 -stop-from 4'A1 feet to infinity 
Fll -stop-from 3'A1 feet to infinity 
1'16 -Itop-from 2 ~ feet to infinity 
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(jSES OF TELEI-UO'l'U LENS 

A telephoto lens in simple, non-technical language 
performs exactly the same function for the camera 
as a pair of field glasses does for human eyes-it 
magnifies the image and apparently brings it much 
closer. Since the degree of magnification is deter
mined by the focal length of a telephoto lens, such 
lenses are always rated by their focal lengths. 

The most generally useful telephoto lens for all
around use with 8 millimeter cameras is one having 
a focal length of 1 Yz inches (38 millimeters). This 
provides a magnification of three times over the 
standard universal focus lens. The usefulness of this 
lens can be seen by referring to Fig. ll- Page 24. 
In this illustration the long shot was taken with the 
standard F 3.5 lens ( Yz inch focal length). The semi
closeup was obtained from the same position by using 
the 1 Yz inch telephoto lens. Then the camera was 
moved up to produce the semi-long shot with the 
F 3.5 lens, and the telephoto lens, from this second 
position, produced the closeup. 

T elephoto lenses must be focused for distance III 

exactly the same manner as F 1.9 lenses. 

W hen using a filter on a telephoto lens, we advise 

removing the hood before fitting the filter to the , lens 

then screw the hood into the filter. 



The use of tripod IS highly recommended for all 
telephoto work. 

0 00000 
/3.S /4 f5,6 f8 fll j.l6 

Fig. 9 shows the approximate size of the diaphragm 
openings for the various stops engraved on the knurled 
le:ns ring. 

The F 3.5 and F 2.5 lens on this camera is known 
as a universal focus lens, the mount requiring no 
adjustment for distance. With e:ach diaphragm open
ing we would recommend that the object be no closer 
than the following distance: 

Dlaphraam I F 2.5 I F 8.6 I F '.6 I F 1i.6 I F 8. I F 11. 
Distance I' It. I T~ ft. 16ft. 16~ ft. ,'~ ft.I'~ ft. 

HOW TO USE THE VIEWFINDER 

The K-8 is equipped with two telephoto lens view
finder frames whiclh can be swung over in front: of 
the viewfinder lens. The one with the larger opening 
is stamped 1" and shows the size of field which the 
1" telephoto lens will take. The other frame: with 
the small opening stamped I Yz" shows the size of 
field which the Yz" telephoto lens will take:. 
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When using the liz " F 1.9, F 2.5 or F 3.5 lens, both 
frames should be swung back and the full size view· 
finder used. The scene observed through the full 
viewfinder shows the field which the liz " standard 
lens will take. 

At distances less than 10 feet, a slight correction 
should be made as explained on page 20. 

The viewfinder is provided with a slide which drop~ 
down, obstructing the view when the camera is h~ld 

upside down. When this is noticed, reverse the position 
of the camera. 
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Dlallranl showln!! the correction required for accurate viewin!! 
of Picture on Close-ups using K-8 Camera 
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When using F.3.5 and F.2.5 lenses. do not use distances less than those recommended on Page 16. 
The view seen through the spyglass view finder is slightly different from the picture taken on film due 
to the difference in the location of the .,.iew finder and the camera lens. This difference is shown in the 
above diagram. 
At distances less than 10 feet the correction shown in the diagram should be made if an accurate view is 
required. As the distance increases, the difference becomes small when compared to the size of the field 
and may be disregarded. 



FOOTAGE INDICATOR 

The footage indicator records the length of unexposed 
film there is in the camera. Each audible click of the 
indicator signifies that eight inches of film has passed 
thru the camera. When the indicator reads "0" the 
usable portion of the film has been used. Run the 
motor until the mark "E" is at the arrow before re
moving the coyer to reverse the spools or film. 

SPEED REGULATOR 

The Speed Regulator or the Keystone 8 mm. Camera, 
pictured in Fig. 2, lll:1y be set to operate the camera 
at three dirTerent running speeds, "normal," "low," 
and "slow motion." These three speeds have the 
following uses: 

NormaL This IS the standard camera speed (16 
frames per second) and should be used in practically 
all cases. This speed results in the most economical 
use of film consistent with steady, f1 ickerless pictures 
when projected on the screen. 

Low. This represents a camera speed of only twelve 
frames per second. It should be used with a wide open 
lens when the light is poor, or can be used when film 
is running low and it is desired to use it as economi
cally as possibl e. 

At the low setting the film runs through the camera 
at X normal soeed, which results in somewhat longer 
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exposure of the film to light. Under normal light con
ditions this increase in exposure is not sufficient to 
cause any appreciable difference in the finished pic
ture, so that is is usually unnecessary to re-adjust the 
lens opening when going to this speed. If perfect ac
curacy of exposure is desired, however, the lens open
ing may be reduced YJ of a stop by going approxi
mately Yz of the way toward the next larger lens 
opening number (next size smaller stop). 

When taking pictures at a speed of 12 exposures per 
second,tihe camera must be held very steadily and the 
subjects cautioned to move slowly and deliberately 
to prevent jerky pictures. 

Slow Motion. This speed is extremely useful in slow
ing down action and therefore finds its greatest value 
in analyzing motion, such as a golfer's stroke, a tennis 
serve, or a runner's form. It may also be used to ad
vantage in producing comedy effects. 

Since the ' film is run through the camera 48 frames 
per second at this speed, exposure is only one-third 
normal. The camera lens should be opened one and 
one-half stops to compensate for the shorter exposure. 
Use slow motion only when necessary, since it is un
economical of film. 

The camera should not be run without film at high 
speed. 
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PLANNING THE PIt::TURE 

Plan your picture before you take it. A few minutes 
spent in laying out the action and sequence of scenes 
makes all the difference between an interesting movie ' 
that can be shown to your friends with justifiable 
pride, and a series of unrelated, uninteresting snap
shots. 

Tell your subjects beforehand exactly what you want 
them to do and then have them rehearse it once to 
make sure that no hitch will develop. Caution them 
against looking at the camera, or in any other way 
showing they are posing for you. Have them move 
slowly but naturally. 

t::LOSEUPS AND LONG SHOTS 

You can gready increase the value and interest of 
your films by following the example set by profes
sional movie makers in shifting the camera viewpoint 
from long shot to closeup and back again as required 
to carry out the continuity and action of the story 
you wish to tell. There is nothing so effective as a 
good closeup in showing up individual characteristics 
and mannerisms. When interspaced properly between 
long or semi-long shots, closeups add freshness and 
interest to any picture. 

The four illustrations , of Fig. 11 will give you some 
idea of the various effects that can be produced by 
careful selection of the camera position or through 
the proper use of telephoto lenses. Use these ill us-
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Closeup Semi-Closeup 

Semi-Long Shot 
Fig. 11 

trations as a guide in planning your own pictures. 
In taking closeups, be sure to compensate for the 
picture seen in the viewfinder, as explained on page 20. 

PANORAMIC PIC'I'URES 

Panoraming is taking pictures while swinging the 
body around. The camera is in operation while being 
moved through an arc, thus obtaining a panoramic 
scene. This generally results in a jumpy picture due 
to the uneven and unsteady motion of the camera 
while in operation. This practice is not recommended 
and should only be attempted by one thoroughly ex
perienced in using a motion picture camera. Pano
raming in any case should be done by moving camera 
very slowly. 
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Photog raphing Moving Objeets 

Following moving objects by panoraming requires 
special rules of its own. Swing the camera about so 
as to keep the subject as nearly as possible in the center 
of the field of view, but be sure to move smoothly and 
deliberately. Avoid all jerky, rapid motion, even if 
you must sacrifice some part of the action . If necessary 
to swing rapidly from one view to another, take your 
finger off the exposure button while you do so. The 
quick shift of scene will be so blurred as to be: un
recognizable, so you are only wasting film. 

Whenever possible, station the camera so that the sub
ject will move toward or away from the camera at an 
oblique angle so that a minimum of panoraming will 
g~ t all the action. Avoid all motion at right angles 
to the camera-such scenes are almost always unsatis
factory. If the action must be at right" a~gles to the 
camera, get at least twenty-five feet away before at
tempting the picture. 

;' 

1I0LDINGTIIE ~A~'EnA 
\ " ,,-. 

Hold the camera level and firmly' agi!.nst the forehead, 
then locate the subect by looking thru the sight. See 
Fig. 12, Page 26. Be careful to keep t1~e left hand away 
from the lens. Each lens is equipped with a rubber 
lens cap which is used to keep your lens clean. This 
cap must always be removed when taking pictures. 
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Fig. 12 
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To get perfectly steady pictures always use a tripod. 

When replacing carrying strap make sure screw is 
turned up tight to prevent loosening and dropping 
camera. 

This carrying strap should always be at the bottom 
when sighting scenes. It can also be used to help you 
steady the camera as it rests against your head. 

Camera should always be held steady, or jumpy pic
tures will result. 

EXPOSURE GUIDE 

Correct exposure is an important factor to remember 
when taking motion pictures. Make it a habit to study 
light conditions and you will find it easy to obtain 
properly exposed pictures. For exposure guide table
see page 28. 

The shutter speeds of your Keystone K-8 when set at 
the various, "frames per second," speeds. The angle 
of opening in shutter is 140·. At 16 frames per second 
the shUltter speed is approximately 1/40 of a second. 
At 12 frames per second the shutter speed is approxi
mately 1/31 of a second and at 48 frames per second 
the speed is 1/120 of a second. Check latest film speed 
ratings when using exposure meters. As explained on 
Page 29. 
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Outdoor Exposure Guide For Ke,.stone ~meras 
8 mm. with shutter speed of 1/40 second at 16 frames per second. See next page for film group. 

N 
co 

LIGHT CONDITIONS 

-
Bright sun Sea - sky - snow 

Bright sun Average subject scenes not in shade 

Bright sun Scenes partly in the shade 
Sun behind light clouds Scenes not in t.he shade 
Bright sun Scenes in the shade 
Sun behind light clouds Scenes partly in the shade 
Hazy sun Scenes not in the shade 
Sun behind light clouds Scenes in the shade 
Hazy sun Scenes partly in the shade 
Dull Day !:'cenes not in the shade 
Hazy sun Scenes in the shade 
Dull Day ... Scenes partly in the shade . . 
Dull Day Scenes in the shade 

Koda· 
~'llm _li.roup 

Black & White Film 
chrome I III IV 

/.16 /.16 
/.11 /.11 with2X with4X 

Filter Filter 
/.16 

/.8 1·8 /.16 with2X 
Filter 

/.5.6 /.5.6 1·11 /.16 

1.5.6 to /.5.6 to 
1·3.5 /.3.5 1·8 /.11 

/.3.5. to /.3.5. to 
/.2.5 /.2.5 /.5.6 /.8 

1.1.9 to 1.1.9 to /.3.5 /.5.6 /.1.5 /.1.5 
Not 

recommended /.2.5 i·3.5 
These stops are for use from 3 hours after sunrise to 8 hours before Bunset. Use a larger opening at other 
times . 
At 10-12 frames per second use 'h stop smaller opening. At 48 frames per second use 1'h .tops larl:er opeDi1l1:. 
Stops given for Kodachrome are basic exposures. Consult chart enclosed in film package for further detans. 
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FILM-GROUP t::LASSIFIt::ATION 
The following films are il"oupcd according to their speed rating. The exposure required for each group 
will vary with the light conditions. The American Standards Association rating, called "exposure index 
number" defines the inherent sensitivity of the film emulsion and will soon be in general use. Weston & 

General Electric Ratings are abo shown. 

Keystone A.S.A. Exposure 
Film Index Number Weston Rat i ng G. E. Rating 

8 MM Film Group Daylight Tungsttft Daylight Tungsten Daylight Tungsten 

ANSCO Triple "S" Pan IV 100 64 100 64 125 100 
Hypan m 32 25 32 24 48 32 

KODAK Cine-Kodak super X ill -40 32 32 24 50 -40 

Cine-Kodak Pan 10 8 8 6 12 10 
Kodachrome Daylight Type 10 4* 8 3* 12 5* 
Kodachrome Type A 10# 12 8ji 12 12ji 20 

*With Color Film nIter for photoflood. 

#With Type A Color Film filter for d."liJht. 



ARRANGING T H E LIGH 'rING 

Well handled lighting of the subject you are about 
to photograph will result in a pleasing picture hav
i ng almost stereoscopic deptlh and relief. Poorly 
handled lighting will give flat, unnatural and unin
teresting pictures. The application of two or three 
simple rules, once they are clearly understood, is all 
that is necessary to produce very pleasing movies. For 
best all-around results, choose a position for the camera 
so that the main source of light comes at an angle of 
about 45° over either your right or left shoulder. 
Avoid full front lighting, with the sun directly at 
your back, since this tends to give flat, uninteresting 
pictures lacking in deptlh. 

Scenes photographed about noon, with the sun di
rectly overhead and casting practically no shadows, 
are less interesting ,than those taken either earlier or 
later in the day, since the longer shadows lend interest 
and perspective that greatly improve the pictorial value 
of all scenes. 

When p~otographing people, take them out of the 
direct sunlight to get away from badly strained and 
distorted facial expressions, glaring lights and heavy 
black shadows. A slightly shady spot, open to the sky 
and well-lit is best for making close-ups having natural 
facial expressions and well-rounded, pleasing perspec
tive. 

Pictures taken against the sun are almost invariably 
flat and hazy. Never take a picture with direct sun
light shining into the camera lens. 
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INDOOR MOVIES 

Home Movies can be made at night with your Key
stone Camera. It is only necessary to have sufficient 
light. This can be obtained with Mazda Photo Flood 
Lamps and the Keystone Reflectors. 

Light from one source will cause heavy shadows which 
tend to spoil the picture. It is better to arrange the 
lights so that the rays come from different angles
this breaks up the shadows giving clear detail to the 
picture. In most scenes some light should fall in the 
back, or, a light colored screen may be used at the 
rear to brighten up the back. It should be quite close 
to the object. 

Window shades should be drawn down to prevent 
reflection from the glass. All bright reflections from 
glass doors, picture frames or glossy surfaces should 
be eliminated. The lamps and stands should be so 
located t:hat they will not show in the picture. Cloth 
or parchment shades have very little reflecting power; 
when used with photoflood lamps see that they are 
placed far enough away to withstand the excess heat 
given off by these lamps. 

The lens stop to use depends upon the distance from 
the lamp to the object and not the location of tihe 
camera, except, we suggest that the minimum dis
tance for each stop be maintained, as shown in the 
bottom line of the table. 
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One No. 2 Photoflood Lamp may be substituted for 
two No. 1 Photoflood Lamps when referring to the 
table, assuming that each is mounted in its proper 
reflector. 

Regular Photoflood Lamps are for use with Type A 
Kodachrome film when used indoors. 

Daylight Photoflood Lamps are for use with daylight
type Kodachrome film when used indoors. 

Either lamp may be used with black and white film. 
The Daylight Photoflood Lamp should give the best 
results. 

Do 

PHOTO FLOOD LIGHTING 
SUGGESTIONS 

CLOSEUP WITH BACKLIGHTING 

Relatively more light is needed for close
ups, because a small lens opening should 
be used to get subject sharp. Refer to 
diagram, noting that backlight should 
be above or below head, and to one side. 

not eount backlight in determining exposure. 

LONG SHOT WITH NORMAL LIGHTING 

This is an example of employing extra 
lamps to the side and back for the pur
pose of outlining all subjects with light, 
thereby giving greater depth to the scene. 
Be sure primary source contains· correct 

number of lamps for distance and exposure as tables 
specify. 
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Number of :Il l FILM 
DISTANCE BETWEEN OBJECTS AND LAMPS IN FEET 

Photoflood SI Z E OF LENS OP ENING Lamps in 
Proper Reflectors 

F 8 I F 5.6 F 4.5 F 3. 5 F 2 .5 F 1.9 F 1.5 ---- ------ ------ - -----
Kodachrome Type A 3'12' 4V2' 7' 

One lamp Kodachrome Daylight with fil t er 3' 
------ ------- --- ------- ----

Group III I I 3' 3'12' 5' 7' 9' 

Kodachrome Type A 3 W 4 '12' 7' 9' 

Two lamps Kodachrome Daylight with filter 3V2' 4'12' 
--- --- --- ---

Group III I I 4' 6 '12' 7' 11' 14' 

Kodachrome Type A 3' 3V2' 4' 6' 8'12' 11' 

Three lamps Kodachrome Daylight with fil t er 3' 4' 5' 
----- ----- -----

Group III 13' I 4' 5' 7' 9' 12 '12' 16' 

Kodachrome Type A 3 V2' 4' 4 '12' 7' lO W 13'h' 

Four lamps Kodachrome Daylight with f i lt er 3W 4'12' 6'12' --- - -- -----
Group III ~1_5_'_ 6W 8V2' 11' 14' 18' 

Minimum distance at wh ich a Uni-
versal f ocus lens shou ld be used 4' 5' 6V2' 7 '12' 8'12' 
without portra it attachment 
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USE OF COLOR FILTERS 

Scenes which often contain a color combination that 
is very pleasing to the eye become pictures registered 
in black and white or shades of black and white when 
photographed. The colors lose their distinction, two 
different colors may appear in the picture to be just 
one block or shape with no difference in tone or shade, 
lacking any detail. Black and violet will be shown as 
black, green and blue will be registered as a dark grey; 
yellow and orange as a light grey; white appearing in 
its true color. Much of the value of the picture will be 
lost due to the lack of contrast between the colors. 

With the use of the proper filter, colors which would 
appear in the picture as the same shade will be re
produced in different tones, chaniing what might be 
a dull monotone photograph into one full of contrast 
giving the picture much of its original color value. 

The effects of the filter on each color must be under
stood before selecting the one to be used. Observe 
closely the colors which are to be photographed, then 
choose the filter which will be most effective in giving 
contrast to the picture. In a scene where foliage pre
dominates a green filter is required to give contrast 
to the foliage. A scene of dark colors such as black, 
purple and dark red, requires a red filter to lighten up 
these colors and give sufficient contrast to the picture 
so that each color can be readily distinguished. 

T he filters most generally used to give contrast are 
yellow, red and green, the following table shows 
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the shades in which each color IS rendered when 
using panchromatic film. 

SUBJECT 
FILTER COLORS 

COLOR GREEN I YELLOW I RED 

Shades rendered by the film 

black black black black 

violet dark &,rey very dark &,rey black 

blue grey dark &,rey very dark &,rey 

green very li&'ht &,rey &'rey dark &,rey 

yellow light &,rey very li&'ht &,rey grey 

orange grey Ii&'ht &,rey Ii&'ht grey 

red dark &,rey dark &,rey very light &,rey 

A haze filter is orten used with Kodachrome film to 
clear up haze which very often appears when taking 
distance scenes or scenes in high altitudes. 

A neutral density filter is used when photographing 
under extremely bright lighting conditions, to cut 
down the exposure. 

The exposure required to form an image on the film 
depends upon the amount of light passing through 
the diaphragm. It is necessary to open the diaphragm 
enough to compensate for the light retarded by the 
filter. Each diaphragm stop approximately doubles the 
exposure. By adjusting the diaphragm, the correct ex
posure may be obtained when using a filter with or · 
dinary lighting conditions. 

The amount of light absorbed by a filter depends upon 
the color being photographed and the light source. 
Various films have different degrees of color sensitive-



ness. The exposure depends upon the intensity and 
type of light source and the color sensitivity of the 
fi lm. It is, therefore, impossible to give a filter factor 
which can be applied to all conditions, and any value 
given would only be an approximate guide. 

In general one-stop larger opening may be used for 
2x Filters and two stops large r opening for 4x Filters. 
A yellow filter is the only one recommended for use 
with orthochromatic fi lm. 

The hood on the 8 mm. Camera is short and the filter 
is fitted in the hood. 

A few of the uses which can be made of a filter to 
improve the quality of your pictures are gIven. 

Yellow Filter 

Penetrates haze, fog and mist. 

Reduces glare from the sun on sand or water and 
gives better detail. 

Improved detail in shaded structures, such as arch
ways, doorways, stai rs, etc. 

Gives detail in scenes where creamy or yellow tones 
predominate. 

Red Filter 

Cuts out blue and violet haze, fog and mist, and glare 
of sun on the water. 

Improves detail in dark colors, purple, dark red, and 
deep shadows, also snow scenes, tan or shaded faces. 
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Darkens the sky with good details of clouds and gives 
a lighter foreground. Over exposing will lighten the 
sky. 

Light YeIlol" Green Filter 
Improves the detail of foliage on any green scenes 
and reduces the halo caused by reflected green light. 
Darkens scenes of red, yellow and blue. Gives a 
dark sky. 

(;OLOR FU .. M FIL'I' I~RS 

Daylight Color Film Filter is uscd with daylight film 
and Tungsten light. 

Type A Color Film Filter is used with Type A film 
and sunlight. 

(;ARE OF THE (;A~IERA 

When not in use the Camera should be kept either 
in a carrying case or the carton in which it came. 

It should be kept free from dust and dirt. 

The lens should be cleaned whenever necessary. A 
dirty lens causes cloudy pictures which lack brilliance 
and sharp focus on the screen. Wind some sort of 
lintless cloth around a match stick and rub the front 
of the lens gently, taking care that you do not scratch 
it by too much pressure. Do not moisten the cloth in 
any way. Occasional cleaning of ourer surface of 
front and rear lenses of the view finder will insure a 
clear vision at all times. 

T he pressure plate and aperture plate should be regu
larly cleaned after each roll or two of film. Dirt or 
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small pieces of emulsion sticking to the aperture plate 
will cause the film to become scratched and create a 
rain-effect on the screen. To clean the aperture plate 
and pressure plate, use a small strip of chamois or 
similiar material. 

When the camera is empty and not in use, avoid 
unnecessary tension on the spring by letting the motor 
run down. 

REGARDING LUBRICATION 
The bearings in the Keystone Camera are made of a 
spec ial composition that should not require lubrication 
under normal usage more than about once a year, 
since the mechanism of the camera consists of gears 
and shafts practically like a clock. We recommend that 
the camera be returned to the factory about once a 
year for cleaning and lubricating. 

'1'ITLING 
Y Oll can ~ave your films titled by your movie camera 
dealer for small cost or you can purchase a titling 
~utfit and do this work yourself. Titling adds contin
uity and interest to the picture and makes the sudden 
change from one scene to another less abrupt. 

SPLICING 
General practice is to splice four 50-ft. lengths of 
8 mm. film together, making one 200 ft. reel, which 
the average projector is equipped to carry. You can 
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purchase splicing equipment from your dealer or you 
can have this work done by him for a small charge. 
A 200 ft. reel of 8 mm. film is equivalent to 400 ft. of 
16 mm. or 1,000 feet of 35 mm., the film used in the 
movie theatres. 

REPAIRING 
Through accidents, film may tear. Your dealer has 
a repaIr service or you can purchase a small repair 
outfit. 

Suggestions for BeHer Pi~'ures 

Poor results are generally due to the following causes, 
for which we suggest possible corrections. Plan the 
scene before taking the picture, select a suitable back
ground and see that the lighting is fairly uniform. 

FILM LIGHT STRUCK appears as light flashes on 
the film, CAUSED by rays of sun light striking the 
film. CORRECTION: do not allow direct light to 
fall on the film when loading the camera; see that 
the cover of the camera fits tight and that the lens 
is not pointed toward the sun when taking the picture. 
If spool sides are even slighdy bent, light will enter 
between side of disks and film, causing film to become 
light struck throughout sections of complete film. 

CAMERA JAMMING and will not run, CAUSED 
by film not winding up on the take-up reel, and 
piling up inside the case. CORRECTION: check the 
empty recl hPfore using, see that the flanges are not 
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l,ent and that the space between the flanges is wide 
enough for the film to enter. Also, make sure film is 
properly attached to hub of reel. 

UNDER-EXPOSED pictures are too dark and the 
shadows lack details, this is CAUSED by insufficient 
light falling on the film. CORRECTION: the lens 
opening recommended on the exposure guide should 
be used; a smaller opening gives under-exposure. 

OVER-EXPOSED pictures are too light and the 
highlights lack details, this is CAUSED by too much 
light falling on the film. CORRECTION: the lens 
opening recommended on the exposure guide should 
be used; a large opening gives over-exposure. The 
spring motor must not be allowed to run down com
pletely when exposure is being made. 

UNSTEADY OR TILTED pictures are not pleasing 
to look at; they are CAUSED by the camera not being 
held steady and level when the picture is taken. 
CORRECTION: hold the camera firm and steady, 
stand still, and check the image in the viewfinder 
to see that the camera is level or use tripod. 

OUT OF FOCUS pictures are blurred and not sharp; 
this is CAUSED by the lens not being properly fitted 
or set. CORRECTION: the lens should be screwed 
in tight; focusing lens must be set to the correct dis
tance from the object. Universal lens should not be 
Uled at distances closer than those recommended for 
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various diaphragm openings - and distant shots with 
Universal Focus Lenses - will not be sharp with 
openings larger than F.8. Panoraming is not recom
mended and should only be done by one thoroughly 
experienced in using a camera. 

FILM SCRATCHES are perpendicular lines running 
through the picture CAUSED by an accumulation 
of emulsion or dirt on the aperture plate. CORREC
TION: clean the aperture plate and pressure plate 
before threading a new roll of film. 

DOUBLE IMAGE or badly blurred picture; this is 
CAUSED by the film being pulled through continu
ously rather than fed through intermittently by the 
feed finger. CORRECTION: film should be properly 
inserted in the film gate and checked to see that the 
finger engages and moves the film, before putting on 
the cover. 

PICTURE EDGES BLACK:- Finger or object ob
structed lens when picture was taken. 

PICTURE EDGES light or CLEAR:-Camera loaded 
in too brilliant light or film permitted to unreel while 
threading. 
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APPROXIMATE SIZE OF FIELD 
OBTAINED WITH A 

KEYSTONE f::AMEBA 
8-M.M. USING Yz" LENS 

DlSTANCE SIZE OF VIEW 

.FROM IN FEET 

CAMERA 
VERTICAL HORIZONTAL 

IN FEET Angle 14° .48' Angle 19· .42' 

1 foot with focus- 0'3" 0'4'" ing: mount lens only. 

2 feet with focus-
ing mount or with 
portrait attachment 
on fixed focus 

0'6" 0'8" 
mount. 

3 feet with focus-
ing mount or with 
portrait attachment 0'9" 0'12" 
on fixed focus 
mount. 

4 Feet 1'0'" 1'3" 

6 Feet 1'5" 2'0" 

8 Feet 2'0" 2'7" 

15 Feet 3'10" 4'U" 

25 Feet 6'3" 8"" 

50 Feet 12'10" 17'1" 

75 Feet 19'4" 25'8" 

100 Feet 25'10" 34'4" 

200 Feet 51'S" 68'8" 

SOO Feet 129'2" 171"" 
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DEPTH OF FIELD TABLE 
FOR USB WITH ~ .. CAMERA LENS FIITED WITH FOCUSING MOUNT 
This table aho ... a the diatance In fron t of and behind the point of focua that il .harply dellned. 
The hyperfocal diltallcea are the nearest point in sharp focu. when dlatance ia foculed upon. 

It the lena i. foclloed on the hyperfoeal dis t ance the depth will then extend f rom a point one half of 
the hyperfocal to inllnlty. 

All dlatancci are In feet. 

Distance DIAPHRAGM APERTURES 
Focueed 

Upon / .1.9 f.2.5 /.3.5 / .4 / .5.6 1.8 1·11 1·16 
2 feet 1.10·2.2 1.8·2.3 1.9· ·2.5 1.7·2.5 1.7 ·2.9 1.6·3.2 1.4 ·4.2 1.2· 8.0 
3 feet 2.8 ·3.6 2.5 ·3.7 2.5·4.0 2.3·4.2 2.2·4.11 1.11 · 16.0 1.8· 18.3 1.5. Inf. 
4 feet 3.5·4.10 3.2·5.4 3·5.11 2.9·6.6 2.7·8.5 2.3·15.11 1.11 · Inf. 1.7 · Inf. 
6 feet 4.9·8.2 4.3 ·9.8 4·11.10 3.9·14.2 3.4·28.6 2.10· Inf. 2.4·Inf. 1.10· Inf. 
8 feet 5.11 . 12.5 5.3 ·16.6 4.10·23.2 4.6·34.6 3.11 ·Inf. 3.2· Inf. 2.7 . Inf. 2.1· Inf. 

10 feet 6.11· 18.0 6.1 · 28.5 5.6·56.0 5·Inf. 4.4·Inf. 3.5· Inf. 2.8· In£. 2· Inf. 
12 feet 8.2·26.6 6.7·54.3 5.10 . Ini. 5.6· In£. 4.6· In£. 3.7 . In£. 2.9 · Inf. 2·Inf. 
15 feet 9·45.0 7.6· In£. 6.9·Inf. 6.1 · Inf. 5.1 . In£. 4.2·Inf. 3.1 . In£. 2.3·Inf. 
25 feet 11.10· In£. 9.5·Inf. 8.2· In£. 7.4· In£. 5.10 . In£. 4.7· In£. 3.4· Inf. 2.5· Inf. 
SO feet 15.6·Inf. 11.7 . Inc. 9.10 . Inf. 8.6 . In£. 6.4· In£. 4.7· In£. 3.5·Inf. 2.5·Inf. 

Inf. 17.9·Inf. 13.3·Inf. 10.6·Inf. 9.4 . In£. 6.9· In£. 4.9 . In£. 3.6·Inf. 2.6· I n£. 
Hyper-

21.9 15.4 11.9 10.4 7.4 5.2 3.7 2.6 foca l 
Distance . ~--

1.3.5 and 1.2.5 lenses are focused for 35 ft. distance 
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D E P T H OF FOCUS T ABLES AND HYPEHFOCAL DISTAN CES 

l~" FOCUS CINE-T ELEPIIOTO 

Distance 
Focused /.3.5 

Upon 
1·4 1·5.6 1.8 1.11 /.16 /.22 

5 feet 4.7·5.2 4.7·5.3 4.6·5.4 4.5·5.5 4.3·5.8 4.1·6.3 3.6·6.6 

6 feet 5.6·6.4 5.6·6.4 5.6·6.7 5.4·6.10 5.2·7.3 4.9·8.11 4.5·9.3 

7 feet 6.5 - 7.4 6.5 -7.5 6.3 - 7.8 6·8.2 5.2 - 8.8 5.3·9.9 3.3 - 11.9 

8 feet 7.3 - 8.9 7.3 - 8.7 7.2 - 9.1 6.10 - 9.8 6.6 - 10.5 6 -12.2 5.5 - 15.2 

10 feet 8.10 - ILl 9.0 - ILl 8.8 . 11.9 8.3 - 12.8 7.9 - 14.2 7. - 17.6 6.4·24.4 

12 feet 10.9 - 13.5 10.6·13.7 10.2 - 14.7 9.7 - 16.2 8.10 - 18.6 7.14 - 24.7 7 - 40.10 

15 feet 13.1·17.5 12.1·17.8 12.3 . 19.4 U.5 - 22. 10.5 - 26.10 9-42. 8 - Inf. 

25 feet 20.2·32.7 19.7 - 34. 18 -40. 16·54. 14-94. 12 - Inf. 10 - Inf. 

50 feet 34.9·93.8 32.6·Inf. 20.8 - Inf. 24.1 . In£. 20.2 - In£. 15.9 - Inf. 12.6 - Inf. 

H y per -
107 93.7 66.9 46.8 34 23.4 17 focal 

D istance 

-

--
-

-
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UIPORTANT REMINDERS 

1. Remove rubber lens cap before taking pictures. 

2. Make sure lens is clean-Do not take lens apart 
to clean. 

3. Wind camera after each exposure. 

4. Plan pictures and follow exposure instructions 
when setting lens stops. Shutter speed is 1/ 40 
at 16 frames. 

5. Check lens setti1lg before each scene to see that 
it has not been moved from proper setting. 

6. Be sure aperture plate and tension plate are clean 
and free from film emulsion dust or dirt. Use 
only a soft lintless cloth. 

7. C:heck threading of film in camera before replac
I1lg cover. 

8. Hold camera steady. Brace it aga11lst forehead or 
stationary objects. 

9. Avoid panoraming. When necessary it must be 
done slowly and steadily. 

10. Don't attempt to take pictures 111 poor light. 

11. Never open camera until footage indicator is at 
"E," which indicates that all film has passed 
thm gate and is on take-up reel. 

12. Hold camel·a vetically with carrying strap at 
bottom. 

13. Make sure carrying strap screw is tight. 

14. Don't oil camera, send it to factory. 

15. Don't face the camera directly into the sun. 



WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 

LISTING ALL KEYSTONE ACCESSORIES 
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